The gene expression network regulating queen brain remodeling after insemination and its parallel use in ants with reproductive workers
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Caste differentiation happens early in development to produce gynes as future colony germlines and workers as present colony soma. However, gynes need insemination to become functional queens, a transition that initiates reproductive role differentiation relative to unmounted gynes. Here, we analyze the anatomy and transcriptomes of brains during this differentiation process within the reproductive caste of *Monomorium pharaonis*. Insemination terminated brain growth, whereas unmounted control gynes continued to increase brain volume. Transcriptomes revealed a specific gene regulatory network (GRN) mediating both brain anatomy changes and behavioral modifications. This reproductive role differentiation GRN hardly overlapped with the gyne-worker caste differentiation GRN, but appears to be also used by distantly related ants where workers became germline individuals after the queen caste was entirely or partially lost. The genes *corazonin* and *neuroparsin A* in the anterior neurosecretory cells were overexpressed in individuals with reduced or nonreproductive roles across all four ant species investigated.

INTRODUCTION

It is useful to distinguish between reproductive caste differentiation and reproductive role differentiation. The former represents irreversible differentiation in developmental pathways initiated well before adulthood to produce specialized breeder and unmounted helper phenotypes, while the latter normally refers to differentiation among adult female breeders after insemination. Pioneers of the evolutionary study of social insects such as Darwin, Weismann, and Wheeler appropriately distinguished between perfect fertile female reproductives (gynes) and lifetime unmated “neuters” (1). However, it is less commonly appreciated that a gyne phenotype when it hatches from its pupal case is merely a necessary condition for becoming a functional queen—this reproductive role transition will be possible only after the sufficient condition of becoming inseminated is fulfilled. In that sense, gynes are functionally analogous to unfertilized metazoan eggs, and their insemination, followed by lifetime sperm storage, is comparable to the fertilization of such eggs to become zygotes. This analogy was aptly formulated more than a century ago by Wheeler (1), who defined colonies as higher-level (super)organisms, noting that “[t]he queen mother of the ant colony displays the generalized potentialities of all the individuals, just as the Metazoan egg contains in potentia all the other cells of the body.” Wheeler’s analogy was recently corroborated in a comparative study showing that the common ancestor of the ants had colonies with one singly inseminated queen (2) just like multicellular organismal development starts with a zygotic merger of a single egg and sperm cell (3). However, while individual caste-specific development is genetically hardwired, the colony-level process of caste differentiation is analogous to a higher-level form of ontogenetic development controlled by the social nurturing environment of the ant brood (4, 5).

After a number of decades with less precise definitions, the original version of colonial superorganismality was recently resurrected (1) because Wheeler’s original concept of germline sequestration at colony founding and subsequent somatic colony development is more fundamental than evolutionarily derived traits such as large colonies and complex division of labor (6). Taking a Wheeler perspective therefore emphasizes fundamental analogies that apply despite the obvious distinction between zygotic organismality and inseminated queen superorganismality. The organismal evo-devo principles apply to a clonal germline and soma, while a superorganism needs an extra meiotic level to realize colony-level development via the production of multiple cohorts of offspring zygotes. These will then become founding-stage sibling workers, later ergonomic colony growth workers, and lastly a mixture of gyne and male reproductives raised by mature worker cohorts (7). Metazoan organismal development is increasingly documented to unfold via differentiating gene regulatory networks (GRNs) where the first cell divisions may be controlled by the maternal gametic cytoplasm after which the zygotic genome takes control (8). Analogously, we hypothesized that the inseminated queen mother starts to unfold her superorganismal colonial potentialities because insemination triggers a GRN that decisively elaborates traits initiated during female virgin development.

To test the analogy drawn up above, one needs an ant model system where un inseminated gynes can continue to survive in their natal colony for substantial timespan so they can function as controls for inseminated gynes that complete reproductive role differentiation toward functional queens. The ant *Monomorium pharaonis* is unusual in offering this social colony structure because: (i) It has many inseminated queens per colony that are produced year around in captivity and can be freely combined with workers from other colonies in contrast to most other ants (9, 10). (ii) Gynes do not
need dispersal flights and are inseminated in their colonies (9), allowing experimental control over the timing of insemination and the subsequent sampling of same age cohorts to monitor changes in brain anatomy and gene expression. (iii) Gynes that fail to become inseminated within a rather narrow time window after hatching assume somatic worker-like roles, although their phenotype developed for specialized reproductive functions, and they can survive in those roles for 4 (9) to 6 (this study) months.

*M. pharaonis* is convenient as a model ant for two other reasons as well. First, workers lack ovaries and haploid eggs laid by either gynes or queens are only reared as males when colonies are made queenless (9). We could thus assume that our experimental gynes and queens were unlikely to differ in their tendencies to, and incentives for, laying haploid eggs. Reproductive differences between gynes and queens must therefore be binary due to the production or nonproduction of fertilized eggs. Second, gyne-worker caste differentiation in *M. pharaonis* becomes irreversible already in the egg stage (9, 11), which is unusually early for ants but implies that the GRNs mediating immature gyne-worker caste differentiation and adult gyne-queen role differentiation are well separated in time (Fig. 1A).

While cell differentiation during early metazoan zygote development relies on complex processes of cell signaling, role differentiation of newly inseminated gynes seems inconceivable without a prominent role of brains. We were therefore particularly interested in the GRNs expressed in the brains of *M. pharaonis* gynes versus queens because previous studies have shown that un inseminated gynes come to display worker-like behavior (9, 12), suggesting brain GRN changes in response to insemination. For the purpose of our study, we define a GRN as a cluster of genes with correlated expression in opposite direction for alternative phenotypes such as virgin gynes and inseminated queens as they diverge during reproductive role differentiation. We recently showed that a shared ancestral GRN for caste differentiation can be reconstructed from caste-specific biases in brain gene expression of adult gynes versus workers across different ant species (13). However, no attempt has yet been made to obtain a GRN for reproductive role differentiation in ants and to evaluate its degree of conservation.

While *M. pharaonis* has many social life history characteristics to allow the GRN for gyne-queen role differentiation to be identified, comparisons across ant lineages to explore whether that GRN appears to have been evolutionarily conserved were challenging because no highly polygynous ants with comparable gyne/queen characteristics have been targeted with advanced genomic techniques. However, several well-studied ant species secondarily evolved reproductive role differentiation within the worker caste after the original colony-founding queen caste had been partly or entirely lost (14–16). We therefore compared the obtained GRN for reproductive role differentiation in *M. pharaonis* gynes/queens (Fig. 1A) with published transcriptome data of three ant species with gamergate or parthenogenetic reproductive workers for which transcriptionomes of nonreproductive control workers were also available (Fig. 1B and fig. S1): (i) *Harpegnathos saltator* where workers compete in dominance hierarchies to become coexisting gamergate reproductives after the founding queen has died (14, 17), (ii) *Dinoponera quadriceps* where the queen caste is completely lost and worker dominance hierarchies allow only a single gamergate to become inseminated (14), and (iii) the parthenogenetic clonal raidant *Oeceracea biroi* where workers synchronously alternate between a reproductive and nonreproductive phase and where most workers become egg layers when their colony enters the reproductive phase (18).

In light of the above, the objectives of our study of reproductive role differentiation were to clarify: (i) How gyne/queen brain anatomy of *M. pharaonis* changes in response to insemination, (ii) whether and to what extent the insemination-induced GRN for reproductive role differentiation in *M. pharaonis* overlapped with the known GRN mediating gyne-worker caste differentiation (13), and (iii) whether the insemination-induced role differentiation GRN within the gyne/queen caste of *M. pharaonis* shares homologous modules with the reproductive role differentiation GRNs in ant species where worker caste individuals took over reproductive roles after the queen caste lost significance or disappeared.

**RESULTS**

**Insemination triggers behavioral changes and suppresses brain growth in *M. pharaonis***

It has been known for decades that newly inseminated queens of *M. pharaonis* become less active inside the nest, whereas gynes that remain unmated start to express explorative and foraging behavior similar to workers. Petersen-Braun (9) observed gynes that appeared outside the nest where they actively explored the surroundings and/or expressed foraging behavior, collected them, and investigated their flight muscles and ovaries by dissection. This showed that they had degenerated flight muscles and ovaries, indicating that old gynes (possibly even old queens as insemination status was not checked) regress ovaries and perform worker-like behaviors (9). Petersen-Braun (9) also observed that most gynes that remained unmated after 2 to 4 weeks became active outside the nest near the food sources. To verify these observations, we quantified the differences in locomotion and foraging behavior between 30-day-old uninseminated gynes and queens of the same age that were inseminated on day 3 (see Fig. 1B and Materials and Methods for details). This confirmed that old gynes were significantly more active on both accounts (Fig. 1, B and C). However, nursing behavior of gynes remained highly variable (9), consistent with gyne phenotypes (irrespective of insemination status) not having been under selection for nursing tasks because *M. pharaonis* colonies multiply by budding so queens will never be without nursing workers. Our results combined with those of Petersen-Braun (9) thus indicate that old gynes display some fraction of the total worker behavioral syndrome. This allows old gynes to indirectly contribute to colony fitness and confirmed our confidence in these old gynes being proper controls in comparisons with same age inseminated queens.

To investigate the structural changes of the brain during gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation, we followed the experimental setup outlined in Fig. 1B to reconstruct the main neuropils of 64 individuals and to record the brain volume changes of newly eclosed gynes after insemination using confocal microscopy image stacks. We recorded the autofluorescence of brain tissues in whole head preparations for both the gyne and queen cohorts at specific ages, and we analyzed both the temporal effect of maturation and the age controlled effect of gyne/queen status on the volume of the antennal lobes (ALS), the optic lobes (OLs), the ocelli (OC), the mushroom bodies (MBs), and the supraesophageal zone (SPZ) (Fig. 2A). Overall, brain maturation differed significantly between queens and gynes but with a time lag as no divergence was yet apparent on day 5 (2 days after mating). However, the differences
on day 15 clearly show that insemination had terminated further increase in total brain volume of queens while the volume of gynes continued to increase (Fig. 2B).

The patterns of change for the five brain parts separately revealed a modest but significant increase of the OLs and MBs in gynes over time ($P < 0.05$; Fig. 2C). These changes did not reach significance for the other brain parts, but a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with considerably higher statistical power showed that patterns of change in all five parts of the brain across days 5, 15, and 30 were in fact very similar (table S1). This ANOVA approach also allowed statistical interactions to be identified. For example, the overall age $\times$ gyne/queen status interaction term was highly
significant, confirming the increasing difference in brain volume with reproductive role differentiation over time (table S1) (Fig. 2C, fig. S2, and table S1). Functionally, the most pronounced volume increases of the OLs, the MBs, and the SPZ in gynes might indicate higher processing capacities for visual stimuli, better learning/memory performance, and behavioral control, consistent with the worker behaviors that old gynes express (Fig. 1C) (9, 19). In contrast, the smaller brain volumes in *M. pharaonis* queens might reflect predictable specialization because these individuals have achieved their adaptive reproductive roles, after which they only need to develop their reproductive organs to full potential and lay eggs in proportion to the amount and quality of nutrition provided by workers.

**Divergence of brain gene expression during gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation**

We obtained individual brain transcriptomes of freshly eclosed gynes (day 1) and of both unmated gynes and inseminated queens on days 5, 15, and 30 after eclosion (Fig. 1B), always with six to nine replicates at each time point, to quantify the divergence in brain gene expression over time and the involvement of GRNs. Principal components analysis (PCA) revealed that samples of the same age always grouped together on the first principal component (PC) axis, which explained 14.7% of the transcriptome variance. Samples from days 1 and 5 were separated from the samples taken at days 15 and 30 (Fig. 3A). Concordantly, the number of differentially expressed genes increased with age, and the divergence in brain gene expression over time was found to be stronger for gynes than for queens (Fig. 3B). This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that the brain undergoes a major change in gene expression during gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation.

**Fig. 2. Comparison of neuropil volumes of *M. pharaonis* gynes and queens over time.** (A) Representative brain reconstruction of a day 5 gyne obtained from image stack of transparent head. In total, 64 brains were reconstructed in parallel series with AMIRA software 6.2.0 and enabled volume quantification based on sums of paired (ALs, OLs, and MBs) or triplet (OCs) parts. (B) Volumes of whole brains showed significant age or role differentiation effects in single comparisons (*P < 0.05) on days 15 and 30 and between days 5 and 15 gynes (horizontal *). An overall two-way ANOVA gave a stronger brain volume effect of gyne/queen status (*F*1,44 = 8.12, *P* = 0.007), adjusted for age and combining all sample sizes given above the x axis. (C) Volumes of separate brain parts also showed significances (*P < 0.05) in single t-test comparisons for gyne/queen status (vertical *) or age (horizontal *). Capturing all data (days 5, 15, and 30) in a single three-way ANOVA again offered a more powerful test of overall differences (table S1). In particular, the age × gyne/queen status interaction term (*F*220 = 4.96, *P* = 0.0078) illustrated the generality of bifurcation across brain parts, while the brain-part × gyne/queen status interaction (*F*220 = 5.05, *P* = 6.54 × 10–4) illustrated that bifurcation also varied across brain parts (see table S1 for details and fig. S2 for relative volumes).
genes (DEGs) increased from around 350 across days 1 and 5 (372 in gynes and 327 in queens) to around 1000 across days 5 and 15 (817 in gynes and 1230 in queens) and decreased again between days 15 and 30 (104 in gynes and 410 in queens) (fig. S3). Focusing on age since hatching per se, rather than on age-specific gyne-queen comparison, we identified 1544 genes whose expression levels correlated significantly with age in both gynes and queens (partial Spearman’s correlation test, \( P < 0.05 \)). These DEGs may represent candidate genes mediating the onset of sexual activity in Hymenoptera because haplodiploidy allows both gynes and queens to lay viable eggs (see Materials and Methods and table S2).

The brain transcriptomes of gynes and queens could only be separated along the second PC axis on days 15 and 30 (Fig. 3A). This reflects the cumulative effect of insemination, because the number of DEGs associated with reproductive role differentiation between gynes and queens increased from just 31 on day 5 (2 days after mating) to 414 on day 15 and 305 on day 30 (Fig. 3B). Of the total of 648 genes that were differentially expressed across all these age groups, 93 (14%) were significantly differentially expressed and showed a consistent direction of expression bias on both days 15 and 30 (table S3). Consistent with the changes in brain volume during the gyne-queen role differentiation process, we found that many genes involved in...
neuronal and glial activity were differentially expressed (table S3). Genes with gyne-biased expression on day 15 were significantly enriched for transmembrane ion transport functions (Fig. 3C), which might be associated with the activity of neural cells. Genes with queen-biased expression were significantly enriched for hormonal response functions on day 15 and for biosynthesis and metabolic process functions on day 30 (Fig. 3C).

Insemination triggers the onset of genetic regulatory networks for neuroanatomical changes

Although only 31 genes were significantly differentially expressed between gynes and queens on day 5 (2 days after mating), these genes likely include early brain GRN responses to ovarian matura-
tion after insemination while initiating the expression of the hundreds of other genes that we found to be differentially expressed on days 15 and 30. Nineteen of these 31 genes showed significantly higher expression in queens and 12 had enhanced expression in gynes. And 30. Nineteen of these 31 genes showed significantly higher expression in queens and 12 had enhanced expression in gynes. Many of these genes are involved in cell differentiation, proliferation processes or (neuro) trophic functions (table S3), such as neuroparsin A–like (NPA), SmD3/guf, and AdamTS-B, consistent with ongoing neuroanatomical changes in gynes and suppression of brain tissue expansion in queens (Fig. 2). NPA acts as a neurotrophic factor enhancing neurite outgrowth with an additional synergism in the presence of insulin (20), while SmD3/guf is required for neuron differentiation (21). AdamTS-B, on the other hand, negatively regulates binding between the epidermal growth factor receptor and its ligands (22). The neuropil-specific expansions in gyne brains that we observed (Fig. 2) might be coordinated by the early onset of differential expression of these morphogenic genes. The only morphogen with queen-biased expression was Kruppel-homolog 1 (Kr-h1) on day 5, a gene known to have higher expression associated with foraging behavior and increased neurite outgrowth in adult MB neurons of honeybees (23). On the other hand, Kr-h1 negatively modulates neuronal morphogenesis during larval and pupal development in Drosophila by interacting with ecysdene and the juvenile hormone signaling pathways (23, 24). Together, Kr-h1 might thus have an important function in mediating neuronal plasticity and inducing the regulatory reorganization of the brain when M. pharaonis gynes differentiate into queens after insemination.

Because only rather few DEGs had become established on day 5, we inspected the GRNs obtained for gynes and queens across the different sampling time points to look for early signatures of gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation. On the basis of the 648 genes that were differentially expressed between gynes and queens of any age cohort, we constructed temporal coexpression networks, aiming to infer the gene-gene interaction dynamics for both unmated gynes and inseminated queens. We found that the gene-level interaction activity for gyne brain transcriptomes remained relatively stable from days 1 to 15 but had slightly increased on day 30 (two-sided t test; P < 1 × 10−3) (fig. S4). This suggests that unmated gynes only experience GRN rewiring after day 15, consistent with their insemination time window having closed by that time (9) and their backup somatic worker-like roles becoming activated. In con-
trast, the gene-level interaction activity in queens had significantly increased already on day 5, i.e., 2 days after mating (P < 1 × 10−3) and gradually decreased afterward (fig. S4).

The gene-by-gene interactions that showed the highest connectivity are likely to be the key genes in the GRN as we defined it. Among the 648 candidate genes, we identified a cluster of 191 genes with a very high degree of interconnected expression particularly in 5-day-old queens (Fig. 4A). This gene cluster included neuropeptides represented by tachykinin and genes associated with the crucial neurotransmitter acetylcholine, represented by a subunit of the nicotinic acetylcholine (ACh) receptor (nAChRα2) and the choline O-acetyltransferase (ChAT) (Fig. 4B). In Drosophila, tachykinin-related proteins are required for multiple functions like odorant-specific sensitivity, inhibition of locomotor activity, aggression, and regulating the insulin/insulin-like peptide production (25). In the ant Acromyrmex echinatior, the expression level of tachykinin is also positively correlated with aggression levels, but only in workers and hardly in gynes (26). The gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation in M. pharaonis revealed a higher tachykinin expression in unmated gynes than in inseminated queens on both days 15 and 30 (fig. S5), suggesting a similar regulatory role in gyne-queen behavioral differentiation.

Both nAChRα2 and ChAT were queen-biased DEGs on days 15 and 30 (fig. S5 and Fig. 4B). The ACh system was the only neurotransmitter system with queen-biased expression, because other neu-
rotransmitters and neuropeptides exhibited gyne-biased expression patterns (table S3). To infer the putative function of the ACh neurotransmitter system in queens on day 5, we analyzed the closely related genes nAChRα2 and ChAT in the queen coexpression net-
work. This showed that nAChRα2 was highly associated with genes involved in processes for transcription (Jdb8A), translation (EF2 and eIF5), protein modification (tun), neuron projection (fry), and signal transduction (CdgαPr). Expression of nAChRα2 was also highly correlated with expression of Gr28b, a gene expressed in the peripheral and central (brain) neurons of Drosophila melanogaster, where it can act as a detector to make flies avoid high temperatures (27). We hypothesize that this subnetwork of genes with correlated expres-
sion may mediate the negative phototactic behavior of newly mated queens toward solar radiation (28). ChAT expression was also highly correlated with the expression of genes such as nrv3, Glycogenin, and tachykinin, suggesting a shared function in both peptidergic and acetylcholinergic neurons. Because nAChRα2 is crucial for learning and memory processes in the honeybee and the fruit fly and ChAT is crucial for neural functions and behavioral control (29), these results suggest that nAChRα2 and ChAT activate the GRN for gyne-queen role differentiation triggered by insemination.

Shared GRN modules for gyne-queen and sterile-fertile worker reproductive role differentiation

We compared the GRN for gyne-queen role differentiation in M. pharaonis with the GRN for gyne-worker caste differentiation that we previously obtained (13), focusing on the 223 genes that were differentially expressed with consistent direction of bias between gynes and queens on day 15 and/or day 30. Assuming that these genes are core members of the GRN that mediates gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation in M. pharaonis, it was notable that only 21 of them were differentially expressed when comparing gyne-worker caste differentiation (table S3). This fraction (9%) is not significantly different from the background expectation (7%, P > 0.19 for a two-sided binomial test), indicating that the gyne-queen role differentiation GRN of our present study is distinctly different from the GRN for gyne-worker caste differentiation (13). This is an intriguing result because it suggests that the two major differentiation processes in M. pharaonis, one in the adult stage triggered by insemination and the other in the egg stage and likely
triggered by both genetic and epigenetic mechanisms, have completely different evolutionary origins. We therefore looked for published data specifically targeting reproductive role differentiation in other ants that could shed light on whether the *M. pharaonis* GRN for reproductive role differentiation after insemination was also used in other ants.

As explained in Introduction, reproductive role differentiation within the worker caste has independently evolved in several ant lineages after the queen caste lost significance or disappeared (30). To elucidate possibly conserved elements in the *M. pharaonis* GRN for gyne-queen role differentiation after insemination, we made explicit transcriptomic comparisons with three cases of reproductive role differentiation within the worker caste, assuming that conservation would imply that this GRN could mediate differentiation independent of adult caste phenotype. Of the 223 reproductive role differentiation–related genes in *M. pharaonis*, 170 had one-to-one orthologs in all three other ant species (see Materials and Methods).

To examine overall network-level regulation, i.e., whether these genes interacted similarly across species, we used singular value decomposition (SVD) to extract the first PC axis from the total expression profiles of the 170 orthologs in *M. pharaonis*. This PC axis, which explained 50.04% of the variance, was then assumed to represent the major GRN dimension mediating gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation in this ant species where the queen caste is present, as is normally the case in ants. We then projected the expression profiles between reproductive and sterile workers of the three other ant species onto this *M. pharaonis* PC axis (Materials and Methods and Fig. 5A) to assess the extent of match or mismatch.

![Network analysis documenting effects of insemination in *M. pharaonis* queens.](http://advances.sciencemag.org/)

(A) Coexpression profiling of DEG connectivity associated with gyne-queen role differentiation, calculated as the proportion of coexpressed genes among all 648 DEGs, ranging from 0 (no coexpression with other genes) to 1 (coexpression with all other genes). The dashed rectangle highlights 191 genes exclusively and highly activated in queens 5 days after eclosion (2 days after insemination). (B) Transitional coexpression networks for brain transcriptomes of gynes (day 1) and gynes and inseminated queens (day 5). Connected gene pairs had significantly correlated expression levels ($P < 1 \times 10^{-3}$). The 191 high-connectivity genes in young queens (red dots) clearly cluster relative to the remaining DEGs (gray dots), but the gyne coexpression network has hardly changed. Three genes (blue, yellow, and green for *tachykinin*, *ChAT*, and *nAChRα2*, respectively) are highlighted, showing that they were all closely connected (coexpressed) in inseminated queens, while *tachykinin* was isolated in gynes (see fig. S4 for coexpression networks at other time points). The coexpression networks are visualized with a force-directed graph drawing algorithm where edges are assumed to be of equal length (63), so that genes with higher interconnections (coexpression coefficient) cluster together.
This approach calculated a new PC score for each sample by taking the sum of products of gene expression levels and their contributions (PC loadings) to reproductive role differentiation in *M. pharaonis*.

We found that the extracted PC axis could always adequately discriminate between the nonreproductive and reproductive workers of *H. saltator*, *D. quadriceps*, and *O. biroi*, irrespective of the reproductive workers being gamergates (*H. saltator* and *D. quadriceps*) or clonal reproductive phase workers (*O. biroi*). Furthermore, the gyne samples of *M. pharaonis* were always clustering with the nonreproductive workers in the three other ant species, and the *M. pharaonis* queen samples were always grouping with reproductive workers in the other species (Fig. 5A). This result is consistent with reproductive role differentiation within the reproductive gyne/queen caste being based on conserved ancestral GRN modules that have been retained across the ant family Formicidae (Fig. 5A) and that may derive from an older hymenopteran GRN than the one mediating the origin of caste differentiation in ants (13).

The projected separation between reproductive and nonreproductive individuals was more distinct in *O. biroi*, a species belonging to the formicoid ants that also *M. pharaonis* belongs to, than in the two other ant species that belong to the poneroid sister clade (Fig. 5A). Of the 170 orthologs involved in gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation in *M. pharaonis*, 56 (33%) were also significantly differentially expressed between nonreproductive and reproductive workers in *O. biroi*, and they exhibited the same direction of bias across caste phenotypes as in *M. pharaonis*. This ratio is significantly higher than background expectation (9%, *P* < 1 × 10⁻¹⁰; one-sided binomial test). Despite the data for the other two ants being a less accurate match (e.g., sampling was not time differentiated in *D. quadriceps*), 60 (35%) of the genes exhibited the same direction of biased across *M. pharaonis* and the two other ant species, which is once more significantly larger than background expectation (21%, *P* < 1 × 10⁻⁵). These results suggest that the gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation GRN in ants that we obtained directly for *M. pharaonis* shares gene modules with all independently modified GRNs that allowed the establishment of evolutionarily derived social systems based on reproductive workers.

Focusing on specific genes, our analyses took care to avoid false negatives. Such spurious results can easily emerge because statistical type II error increases multiplicatively when multiple datasets are compared, so the number of overlapping DEGs across species would quickly decrease. To identify orthologs that have conserved functions, we therefore calculated *t*-scores for each ortholog’s fold change in expression (reproductive versus nonreproductive) across all four ant species (see Materials and Methods for details). Our analysis thus considered the quantitative patterns of biased expression between reproductive role phenotypes across species and assigned a high absolute *t*-score to genes with a similarly high same

---

**Fig. 5.** Expression comparisons for genes involved in gyne-queen role differentiation for *M. pharaonis* and for three species from other ant subfamilies that secondarily evolved reproductive workers. (A) Gene expression profiles (projected scores along the first PC axis) in the three ant species with reproductive role differentiation in the worker caste (left) and in the gyne caste for *M. pharaonis* differentiated by age (right) as illustrated in Fig. 1A. The reference PC axis for *M. pharaonis* was extracted from the combined data on days 15 and 30, using 170 DEGs with consistent differential expression on these 2 days and with one-to-one orthologs in all four ant species. The plotted values were the PC scores calculated from the expression profiles of these 170 genes, weighted by the gene-specific relative contributions to the overall gyne-queen DEG segregation in *M. pharaonis*. (B) Expression levels for two genes that were significantly differentially expressed between gynes and queens of *M. pharaonis* and exhibited the same direction of expression bias in nonreproductive (NR) versus reproductive (R) workers in the three other ant species. Dots represent the gene expression levels in each brain sample and solid lines connect the averages. Even shallow negative slopes represent considerable differences because expression abundances are plotted on a logarithmic scale. TPM, Transcripts Per Million.
direction fold change and a low t-score to genes with low same direction gene expression bias or with opposite direction fold changes.

We identified 45 specific genes that were significantly associated with reproductive role differentiation across all four species (P < 0.05, two-sided t test) (fig. S6 and table S4). Among these genes, 13 were consistently biased toward the nonreproductive individuals across all four species. These included NPA that is involved in cell growth and associated with the insulin/insulin-like receptor and the juvenile hormone pathways in locusts (20, 31), chrb that acts as a growth inhibitor and interacts with the Target of Rapamycin (TOR) pathway in Drosophila (31, 32), and pro-corazonin–like (crz) that was earlier shown to participate in differentiation between the nonreproductive and inseminated workers (gamergates) in the ant H. saltator (16). The remaining 32 genes exhibited consistent expression bias toward reproductive individuals in at least three of the four examined species and were either involved in neuron and glia cell proliferation and differentiation processes represented by Tctp, RpS8, repo, and elf-4a or associated with important pathways such as Tctp, CycG, and CG18619 that take part in the insulin/insulin-like pathway, CycG and CG18619 of the TOR pathway, and CycG of the Notch signalling pathway (fig. S6). The expression of vitellogenin 2, a neuroendocrine target of corazonin known to regulate foraging and reproductive behaviors (16), and insulin-like peptide 2 (ilp2), known to regulate adult ovarian activation in ants (33), were both consistently biased toward the reproductive individuals across all four species (table S4). These similarities suggest that these genes and pathways have conserved roles in differentiating between nonreproductive and reproductive roles of adult females across the examined ant species.

**Crz is expressed in the lateral neurosecretory cells and NPA in the medial neurosecretory cells**

Crz and NPA were among the conserved orthologs associated with adult reproductive role differentiation across the ant species that we investigated, showing high cross-species consistency for directionality in expression fold change between reproductive and nonreproductive phenotypes (Fig. 5B). In particular, crz had elevated expression levels in foraging workers across multiple ant species (16) and obtained a gyne-biased expression in M. pharaonis from day 15 onward relative to expression in same age inseminated queens (fig. S5). This suggests that the expression of crz might be correlated with worker-like behavior of old un inseminated gynes (9). Similarly, NPA, which we already showed above may be central for reproductive role differentiation, showed a consistent gyne-biased expression pattern at all three time points (days 5, 15, and 30) in the brains of M. pharaonis (fig. S5).

To better understand how molecular spatial gene expression patterns correlate with neuroanatomical or physiological changes in the brain, we used the hybridization chain reaction (HCR) technique (34) to localize crz and NPA in the brains of gynes and queens of different ages in M. pharaonis. Although in situ HCR would be suitable to locate several transcripts simultaneously (26), we only aimed for two transcripts, crz and NPA, to avoid driving the method to its limits (Fig. 6, A to D). We focused on these two genes not only because of their physiological importance but also because crz and NPA proteins have been located by antibody staining across different insects (35, 36). We detected crz-positive signals in the protocerebral lateral neurosecretory cells (LNSCs or PL) (Fig. 6E), the same location as recorded in other insects (35). As LNSCs are rich in neuropeptides that take part in oogenesis and diuresis across different insect species (37), the observed location of crz expression appears to be consistent with a functional role in the gyne-queen role differentiation process. We found that the NPA-positive cell cluster was positioned anterior-medial, next to or surrounding the optic stalk of the medial OC (Fig. 6, C and D). This localization of NPA-positive cells in the medial neurosecretory cells (MNSCs) appears to be conserved across the insects, as has been shown by

---

**Fig. 6. Localization of Crz- and NPA-positive cell clusters in the brain of a 5-day-old gyn**e. (A to D) Confocal microscopy image stacks for a gyne brain of M. pharaonis with (A) only nuclei staining [4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI); blue], (B) mRNA in situ HCR probes of Crz-positive cells (yellow), (C) mRNA in situ HCR probes of NPA-positive cells (green), and (D) combined view after reducing all signals to a two-dimensional projection view. (E) Volume reconstructions of neuropils and crz-positive tissues enabled the localization of two mirrored crz-positive cell clusters between the medial and lateral calices and anterior to the respective hemispheres (LNSCs). The NPA-positive cells are part of the MNSCs surrounding the medial nerve fiber that connects the medial OC to the brain. No DAPI signal was detected in the LNSC or the MNSC, likely because the nuclei in these cell clusters are highly active. Scale bar, 50 μm.
Insemination as caste phenotypes evolved.

lated reproductive role differentiation even before differentiated the same ancestral insemination-induced GRN that may have regu-

lative analysis of their behavior, brain, and anatomy of queens relative to same age gynes that could be sampled simultaneously. This comparative approach to adult reproductive role differentiation was possible because gynes of our main model M. pharaonis do not need to disperse to be inseminated, an exceptional trait restricted to just a few ant species (38). This allowed us to combine analyses of behavior, brain anatomy, and brain transcriptomes to elucidate the mechanisms that drive reproductive role differentiation during the first month of adult life. After establishing that the GRN for gyne-queen role differentiation is fundamentally different from the conserved GRN mediating gyne-worker caste differentiation in ants (13), we reanalyzed transcriptomic data from three similarly idiosyncratic ant species where workers secondarily evolved to become fully functional reproductives that can replace the queen caste. This comparative analysis indicated that these ants used GRN modules that are derived from the same ancestral insemination-induced GRN that may have regulated reproductive role differentiation even before differentiated caste phenotypes evolved.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study used several unique and evolutionary derived traits of ants to clarify how insemination induces changes in brain anatomy and behavior of queens relative to same age gynes that could be sampled simultaneously. This comparative approach to adult reproductive role differentiation was possible because gynes of our main model M. pharaonis do not need to disperse to be inseminated, an exceptional trait restricted to just a few ant species (38). This allowed us to combine analyses of behavior, brain anatomy, and brain transcriptomes to elucidate the mechanisms that drive reproductive role differentiation during the first month of adult life. After establishing that the GRN for gyne-queen role differentiation is fundamentally different from the conserved GRN mediating gyne-worker caste differentiation in ants (13), we reanalyzed transcriptomic data from three similarly idiosyncratic ant species where workers secondarily evolved to become fully functional reproductives that can replace the queen caste. This comparative analysis indicated that these ants used GRN modules that are derived from the same ancestral insemination-induced GRN that may have regulated reproductive role differentiation even before differentiated caste phenotypes evolved.

**Insemination as female point of no return and its effect on brain functions**

It is well known that the structure of a brain can be modified by influences from the social and physical environment even after brain development has been completed and that this process is normally accompanied by changes in memory and behavior (39). However, in comparison to the highly variable and largely unpredictable responses documented in these and other studies (39–42), the phenotypic changes in social insect queens following insemination are both profound and predictable. Queens are normally inseminated on a single day early in adult life, they will never re-mate again, and they will specialize on highly efficient reproductive functionality within a few weeks. The predictable adaptive syndrome of this reproductive role transition appears to be similarly fundamental as zygote differentiation toward the blastula stage under control of the biparental rather than the maternal genome. It is thus as expected that predictable changes in brain structure and function following sexual maturity and insemination have been reported in both honeybees and ants (28, 40). However, no previous study has covered the entire sequence of interconnected changes in neuroanatomy and brain gene expression induced by insemination.

Using the ant M. pharaonis as model species allowed us to investigate the transition from gyne to queen relative to a same age control group of gynes that remained un inseminated (Fig. 1A). A treatment control system like this would also apply in cooperative breeders without castes where females compete in dominance hierarchies that allow various degrees of reproductive monopolization and where subordinates become foragers and nurses. However, the obligate worker and queen castes in M. pharaonis have binary reproductive division of labor, so the gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation that we documented happens within the constraints of a specialized reproductive phenotype. This is very different from, for example, Polistes paper wasps where most if not all adult females remain reproductively totipotent so that insemination is associated with but not sufficient for reproductive status. Here, reproductive role differentiation remains plastic along a reproduction versus foraging and nursing axis (14, 43). Whether that differentiation is regulated by a brain GRN module remotely homologous to the one we found for ants remains to be investigated against the alternative hypothesis that premating dominance status induces ovary development with feedback via the brain to reinforce dominance, a causation pathway that is not expected in caste-differentiated ants. Our present analyses remained restricted to the ants, where we compared reproductive and nonreproductive individuals belonging to the same gyne or worker caste phenotype in each of the four species, spanning phylogenetic distances across the formicoid and poneroid ants. For brain anatomy, this produced the intriguing result that reproductive role bifurcation in M. pharaonis was consistent with changes in brain anatomy in the ponerine ant H. saltator where nonreproductive workers maintain their brain sizes, while the brains of inseminated gamergates become reduced (44).

Our brain transcriptome analyses revealed several neural genes that significantly changed their activity levels, but not necessarily in correlation with changes in brain volume, as for example, in the ACh neurotransmitter system where insemination had an almost immediate up-regulating effect at day 5 without a change in brain volume. As gynes are primarily adapted to be inseminated and proceed to develop full functionality as specialized egg layers, it is expected that the ACh system would mediate changes in synapses and neuropeptide or neurotransmitter levels to adjust information processing while, at the same time, terminating growth in brain volume now that phenotypic specialization is about to be completed. The NPA gene may be a marker of this stabilizing process, as its expression remained stable in queens while becoming up-regulated in gynes (fig. S5). This higher expression of NPA in gynes that remained un inseminated is associated with, and possibly causal to, continuing growth in brain volume. The higher levels of NPA transcripts in the MNCSs of gyne brains may also be responsible for inhibition of ovarian and egg development, as the experimental removal of these cells reduced oogenesis in other insect species [e.g., (37)]. The spatial separation of differential expression of the NPA and crz genes (see the next section) is consistent with distinctly different functions of the medial (MNCS) and lateral (LNSC) neurosecretory cells, with the former likely facilitating changes in ovarian and fat body physiology and the latter regulating the expression of worker-like behaviors. Thus, while ovary development may start as part of the normal maturation of adult gynes, insemination appears to establish a directional brain regulation network to modify ovary maturation toward full functionality.

Control over the time factor during our gyne-queen role differentiation experiment in M. pharaonis allowed us to investigate the expression dynamics of the DEGs even before most of them became significantly biased toward distinct overexpression in either unmated gynes or inseminated queens. This enabled us to putatively reconstruct how the GRN started with a limited number of highly
coexpressed genes almost immediately after insemination (Fig. 4), so that a much more massive increase of DEGs could follow in the next 10 days. The identity of the initial DEGs suggests the unfolding of a highly coordinated network of molecular and cellular processes, which then cascade into recruiting many more DEGs to finally result in the distinct morphological, physiological, and behavioral syndromes typical for the functional queen phenotype. At the same time, the un inseminated gyne phenotype became rewired to provide useful somatic helper functions as far as its caste morphology and limited expected life span allowed. Uninseminated gynes behaving in a worker-like manner have been observed in several ant species (12, 26), but they remain severely understudied because almost no other ants would allow the controlled experiment that we did with M. pharaonis as gynes will normally embark on a dispersal flight to be inseminated and would thus no longer be available for comparative study.

Apart from consistent neuroanatomical and transcriptomic evidence for the operational significance and physical location of a brain GRN for role differentiation in the adult reproductive caste of M. pharaonis, our study also revealed some direct interactions between insemination and brain function at the specific gene level. In situ HCR staining showed that the crz gene is highly expressed in the central brain of M. pharaonis gynes and queens (Fig. 6). Injection of this protein in the brain is known to induce worker-like behavior and to suppress the expression of vitellogenin, which is required for reproductive functionality in an ant species where workers can become full reproductives (16) as we will elaborate in the next section. Crz thus appears to be important in regulating somatic helping behavior irrespective of whether we compared gyne/queen phenotypes with or without insemination or worker phenotypes with or without insemination (16). In either case, the expression of the crz gene became suppressed shortly after insemination to be maintained at low expression levels throughout further development of full reproductive potential. In contrast, crz expression continued to increase with age when insemination did not take place, consistent with older M. pharaonis gynes displaying worker-like behaviors. As we showed, also other genes are likely to be tightly associated with the expression of worker-like behaviors, as, for example, tachykinin (26).

Co-option of similar GRN modules for reproductive role differentiation in different ant lineages

Caste differentiation before pupal eclosion, resulting in permanent reproductive division of labor between adult gynes/queens and workers, appears to have originated only once in the last common ancestor of all ants and independently in the ancestors of the corbiculate bees and the vespid wasps. However, the workers of most lineages of social Hymenoptera have retained the ability to lay unfertilized eggs. M. pharaonis is exceptional in its workers having lost not only their sperm storage organ (spermatheca) but also their ovaries. At the other end of the scale, there are several lineages of poneroid ants that are exceptional in workers having retained both their ovaries and a sperm storage organ, although the latter is vestigial (45). It is in these lineages that selection could weaken or eliminate the queen caste when workers regained full reproductive potency, albeit with a smaller body size and lower fertility than the ancestral queen caste (46). We found two transcriptomic datasets from these ant lineages to test whether the ancestral M. pharaonis GRN for adult reproductive role differentiation has also been used in other ant lineages. A third test case of available transcriptome data concerned a special species of formicoid ants where workers do not have a spermatheca, but where parthenogenesis enabled cyclical reproduction by workers when the queen caste was lost. Although these three additional datasets were not collected for the type of test that we performed, and thus lacked the resolution of our M. pharaonis data, the match across two formicoid and two poneroid ants that we obtained for the role differentiation GRN was remarkable and encouraging.

In a previous study to elucidate the conserved GRN for gyneworker caste differentiation, we primarily compared the brain transcriptomes of five formicoid ant species to establish the conservation of this GRN, after which we secondarily projected transcriptomic data from the literature to evaluate matches within the same ganger and parthenogenetic ant as we used in the present study (13). These comparisons showed that the conserved GRN for gyneworker caste differentiation during immature development was not used to mediate adult role differentiation between reproductive and non-reproductive workers—very few genes belonging to the GRN for gyneworker caste differentiation had differential gene expression between reproductive and nonreproductive workers in colonies without a queen. This suggested that these scattered cases of secondarily evolved reproductive workers might have different, evolutionarily derived GRNs for mediating reproductive role differentiation among workers. Alternatively, these lineages might have co-opted elements of an existing GRN for reproductive role differentiation that is normally not expressed in worker phenotypes (6). Despite the heterogeneous nature of the transcriptome data, our comparison of reproductive role differentiation in M. pharaonis, the clonal formicoid ant (O. biroi), and in the two poneroid ganger species (H. saltator and D. quadriceps) confirmed the latter hypothesis (Fig. 5A).

We lastly pursued a very first exploration of possible matches at the level of specific genes (table S4 and fig. S6). This revealed that corazonin and neuroparsin A, expressed in the anterior neurosecretory cells, were consistently overexpressed in individuals with “somatic” roles across all four investigated ant species, irrespective of their morphological caste phenotypes. On the basis of our present results and the ones obtained by Qiu et al. (13), it thus seems reasonable to conjecture that the GRNs for gyneworker caste differentiation during immature development in the ants, derived corbiculate bees, and vespid wasps will be different both from each other and from the GRN for adult role differentiation that may go back to an ancestrally shared Hymenopteran version. Future studies testing this conjecture will also have bearing on the regulatory role of ovarian development per se but, as already highlighted above, without an expectation that lineage-specific GRNs for superorganismal gyneworker caste differentiation are necessarily involved. Irreversible caste differentiation early in larval or embryonic development is expected to induce large qualitative differences between gynes and workers in overall morphology and ovariole number, while reproductive role differentiation within a single gyne (default) or worker caste (rare exceptions) is likely to have been ancestrally triggered by mere female insemination to realize full reproductive potential. If the adult reproductive role differentiation GRN would turn out to be older than the ant-specific GRN for gyneworker caste differentiation, then we expect it to contain both highly conserved and ant-specific elements and to provide a rich platform for further research.
Experimental ants and the creation of comparable gyne and queen cohorts

We used *M. pharaonis* as ant model system. The mature source colonies were established at the Copenhagen Center for Social Evolution since 2004, kept in a climate chamber at 26 ± 2°C and 50% relative humidity, and fed three times a week with frozen crickets, artificial protein-carbohydrate diet, and water provided ad libitum [see (47) for details on origin and history of the laboratory stock colonies]. From a stock of four closely related colonies, we created queenless colonies (Q− colonies) of similar size with brood and workers from all four main colonies, which produced gynes after 31 to 40 days. We daily collected newly eclosed gynes and isolated them with workers and worker pupae in smaller subcolonies to maintain eclosion day–specific cohorts of known age with an accuracy of ±12 hours as we collected newly hatched gynes once a day. Recognizable male pupae were removed daily from all Q− colonies to prevent uncontrolled mating of newly eclosed gynes. These pupae were allowed to hatch in separate subcolonies with workers, to obtain a stock for the later insemination trials. Some of the newly eclosed gynes of known age (day 1 gynes) were collected for parallel analysis of brain neuroanatomy and brain transcriptomes (14 replicates for neuroanatomy and 9 for brain transcriptomes).

Experimental design and specifications of the gyne and queen cohorts

Brain gene expression patterns and volumetric changes in the brain neuropils were compared across four time points throughout the maturation process (Fig. 1). The subcolonies with known-age gynes were randomly assigned to the mating and nonmating groups, which created the inseminated queen lines and unainted gyne control lines. Mating took place by moving gynes to “mating arena” petri dishes and exposing them to randomly collected males in a male-to-gyne ratio of 4:1. After 24 hours, the newly mated gynes were reintroduced into their respective subcolonies. For further data acquisition of queens, we only used individuals that had shed their wings, which is a reliable marker of insemination. On day 4, all gynes and gynes entering our further monitoring lines were CO2-anesthetized using a Flowbuddy Flow Regulator and Flypad (Genesee Scientific, USA) to synchronize their physiological status, after which we returned them to their respective age cohort–specific subcolonies. To investigate the effects of mating on the neuroanatomy and transcriptomes of brains, we started sampling subcolonies after 24-hour recovery time of gynes/queens in these subcolonies, i.e., on day 5 after eclosion (anatomy: 8 gynes, 7 queens; transcriptomes: 9 gynes, 10 queens). Because earlier studies have shown that both mated and unmated queens of *M. pharaonis* start egg laying 9 to 13 days after eclosion depending on the presence/absence of workers and brood (9), we collected our next set of samples 15 days after eclosion (12 days after insemination or not), ensuring that egg laying had started (anatomy: 9 gynes, 10 queens; transcriptomes: 9 gynes, 9 queens). Tissue degradation in the thorax and the abdomen and a lower receptiveness of unmated gynes to males have been documented 26 to 28 days after eclosion (9). Petersen-Braun (9) observed stagnation of egg laying among groups of unmated gynes, where each group contained five gynes with supporting workers and where the number of eggs per experimental group stopped increasing between days 16 and 20 after gyne eclosion. Taking these earlier histological and behavioral observations into account, we assumed that 30-day-old gynes would no longer be able to switch to reproductive functionality, an assumption that we checked in a separate experiment. We compared same age queens (ca. 35 days after eclosion) that were inseminated on day 4 (early mated queens) and day 30 (late mated queens) and counted the number of eggs laid after 24-hour isolation of single queens with ca. 10 workers each. We found that early mated queens laid ca. four eggs on average (*n* = 113), while late mated queens laid less than one egg on average (*n* = 56), a difference that was significant (*P* < 0.001, two-sided *t* test). This confirmed that old gynes have lost full reproductive potential. We therefore collected our final samples of brains for neuroanatomy and transcriptomics on day 30 after eclosion (anatomy: 8 gynes, 8 queens; transcriptomes: 6 gynes, 8 queens), at a point in developmental time at which queen egg laying was firmly established and gynes had become maximally similar to sterile workers.

Behavioral assays with 30-day-old gynes and queens

The extent of behavioral differentiation between adult gynes and queens depends on both the social (colony) environment and their age (9). We used 30-day-old unmated gynes and inseminated queens to verify these published results and to quantify general differences in activity, foraging behavior, and brood care. For each of these behavioral categories, we transferred 10 unlabeled individuals into a test arena, connected to a nest chamber with eggs and young larvae but no workers, and obtained 10 behavioral assay replicates for gynes and queens, respectively. After acclimatization for 1 hour, we added five larvae to monitor brood care behavior, and after an additional acclimatization hour, we also added food while continuing to record behaviors with video cameras for 3 hours. We calculated averages of gyne and queen behaviors per replicate trial by only considering time intervals during which at least 1 of 10 individuals was actively moving around in the arena and we always divided scores by the number of individuals (*n* = 10) to obtain average activity records per individual. To separate foraging and brood care activity from general activity, we recorded the number of encounters of an individual gyne or queen with either food items or larvae; also, these scores were divided by 10. We analyzed the data by independent sample *t* tests using IBM SPSS statistics 24.

Quantification of brain neuropil volumes

Our brain anatomy data of the inseminated queen cohort and the gyne control group allowed direct comparisons between neuronal structures and patterns of differential gene expression. At the same time, our experimental design allowed us to separate effects of insemination/nonmating and age, both known or suspected to affect histology, physiology, and behavior in *M. pharaonis* gynes and queens (9, 19, 48). The volumetric analyses comprised the major brain compartments shared by all insects: The ALs being anterior ventrally located in the brain and characterized by internal glomerular structures (49). The OLs being found laterally to the rest of the brain and extending from the compound eyes toward the central brain (49). The three OCs [simple photoreceptive organs (50, 51)] situated on the anterior part of the head capsule. The paired MBs located posterior dorsally to the rest of the brain, and the SPZ comprising the brain tissue above the level of the esophagus (49). Confocal image stacks were used to reconstruct the brain neuropils to assess changes in their volumes, which were obtained from whole head preparations to preserve the orientation of the brain in the head capsule. The preparation and imaging of these whole head
samples were adapted from Smolla et al. (52) and imaged using a 20× objective (HCX PL APO CS 20.0x0.70 DRY UV) on a Leica SP5-X confocal laser scanning microscope and matching software (Leica, Germany). We thus reconstructed entire brains using volume information from AMIRA 6.2.0 (Mercury Computer Systems, Germany). Addressing maturation effects within and mating effects across the subsequent samples of gyne and queens on the absolute volume of the brain and the single neuropsil, we used a two- or three-way ANOVA setup in addition to simple t test comparisons. The statistical analyses were conducted in R (53).

**Sampling, RNA extraction, cDNA libraries, and RNA sequencing**

Brains of individual samples were used to quantify transcriptome abundances of queens and gynes across age groups. We collected six to nine gyne and queen individuals from two colonies across all age categories and dissected the individual brains with the following procedure: (i) The head was removed and immersed in ice-cold 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)–diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC); (ii) the cuticle, muscles, and glands were removed from the brain tissue using a razor blade and forceps; and (iii) the whole brains were transferred into RINalater (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and kept at 4°C overnight before transfer to a −24°C freezer for storage. Total RNA for each individual brain was extracted using a RNeasy Plus Micro Kit following the manufacturer’s instructions (catalog number 74034, Qiagen, Germany), and all RNA samples were stored at −80°C for maximally 1 month. RNA quality testing, library construction, and sequencing were performed at BGI, Shenzhen, China. The quality of RNA samples was tested with the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer, and Ambion ERCC RNA Spike-In Mix (catalog number 4456740) was added to each sample according to the manufacturer’s instructions before cDNA library construction. Extracted RNA was first reversed transcribed into cDNA following the Smart-seq2 protocol (54), which was then randomly fragmented, after which we added Tn5 enzymes to link with the sequencing adapter and obtain a complete cDNA library. Primers were then added to the cDNA libraries for polymerase chain reaction amplification, which gave us fragments of which those ranging from 150 to 350 bp were selected for further cDNA circularization to construct sequencing libraries. The samples were then sequenced on a BGISEQ-500 platform using a 100-nt paired-end sequencing protocol.

**RNA sequencing quantification, quality control, and normalization of gene expression scores across samples**

RNA expression levels were quantified using Salmon (v0.11.0) (55). We first trimmed adaptor sequences and filtered sequences with low read length from the RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data using SOAPnuke (56). The filtered RNA-seq data were then quasi-mapped to an available brain transcriptome of *M. pharaonis* (in-house annotated; (13)) together with External RNA Controls Consortium (ERCC) spike-in sequences, using the default options of Salmon except that we turned on the bias-correction options to control for guanine–cytosine content bias and sequence-specific bias. RNA-seq quality was examined on the basis of transcriptome abundance similarity and ERCC spike-in abundance similarity with other samples. Pairwise inter-individual Spearman’s correlation coefficients for transcriptomes and ERCC spike-in abundances across all 64 samples were always higher than 0.9, but four showed reduced expression similarity and distinctly lower expression distribution similarity compared to all other samples. These four samples came from a single sequencing library, so we removed them as outliers from the downstream analyses—which thus worked with a data matrix where all Spearman’s correlation coefficients were above 0.92. Salmon output transcripts per million base-pairs values were used as raw transcriptome abundance data. They were log transformed [after adding a $1 \times 10^{-2}$ pseudo count to avoid log(0)] and quantile-normalized among samples to ensure that the overall distributions of gene expression levels remained the same across samples, which minimized the effects of any putative technical artifacts (57).

**Identifying genes associated with gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation after insemination**

DEGs between gynes and queens for each age group were identified with DESeq2 (58), using the raw count output of mapped reads from Salmon as input. Samples of the same age were first treated as subsets and then tested for DEGs using the generalized linear model

$$\text{Read count} \sim \text{Gyne/Queen status} + \text{Colony}$$

This model tested the effect of mating on gene expression levels while also taking any additive colony effects into account. Genes with adjusted $P$ values $< 5 \times 10^{-2}$ [after false discovery rate (FDR) correction] were identified as DEGs between gynes and queens for each targeted age group. Because genes with low expression levels might suffer from high false-positive detection rates as DEGs, we removed genes whose mapped reads were less than five for over 60% of the individuals in the targeted age group. To identify genes associated with gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation on both days 15 and 30, we first identified 238 genes that were differentially expressed (using adjusted $P$ values $< 1 \times 10^{-2}$) on either days 15 or 30 to obtain a comprehensive set of genes associated with reproductive role differentiation. We then filtered out some genes that exhibited different directions of differential expression in the two age groups and retained 223 genes that exhibited same direction expression bias on both days 15 and 30.

**Ranking genes for their association with gyne or queen status or different age**

To identify top ranking genes associated with gyne or queen phenotypes or developmental age, we calculated the partial correlation coefficient between each gene’s expression level (using quantile-normalized transcriptome abundances) and the predictor variable of interest (gyne/queen status or age) for all samples while controlling for the other predictor variable. Calculations were performed with the Ppcor R package (59), using Spearman’s rank correlations to capture both linear and nonlinear associations. Genes were ranked on the basis of their significance (adjusted $P$ values) for either gyne/queen status or age as predictor variable.

**Gene Ontology and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathway analyses**

Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) annotations for genes in the *M. pharaonis* genome were performed by using the annotation information for homologous genes between *M. pharaonis* and *D. melanogaster*, following the same procedure as in a previous study (13). To identify the potential functions for genes of interest (e.g., genes up-/down-regulated in
Gyne or queen candidate genes were tested against a background gene set (genes with >3 read counts for at least five samples) using ClusterProfiler in R to examine their functional enrichment for both GO and KEGG gene sets. Gene sets were identified as being significantly enriched when FDRs were <0.05 in two-sided tests.

Network analyses for identifying the regulatory network for gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation

GRNs were constructed independently for each age group of gyne and queens, based on the coexpression correlation matrix. We first identified genes associated with reproductive role differentiation by finding the genes that were differentially expressed in queens and gynes (adjusted P value < 5 × 10^{-5}) for at least one age group (day 5, 15, or 30) to obtain a gross GRN that included 648 genes. We then subdivided the quantile normalized expression levels by age group for both gyne and queen and filtered out genes without expression variation (in any of the subset group) that could thus not be used for calculating coexpression levels. This retained 629 genes for which we calculated the pair-wise Spearman’s correlation coefficients among their pair-wise associations in expression. For each age group of gyne and queen individuals, these association scores between gene pairs were expressed as absolute values of correlation coefficients, to capture both positive and negative gene regulations, ranging from 1 (for 100% associated expression) to 0 (for the absence of association). We then replaced all nonsignificant association scores (P value > 0.05) by zeros in the matrix to remove noise and focus on the positive evidence for membership of the age group–specific GRN for gyne and queens.

Last, we identified hub genes for the entire developmental trajectory of gyne and queen across the age groups by evaluating the mean association scores for each gene with all other 628 genes, obtaining once more a matrix with association scores ranging from 1 to 0, but this time referring to genes’ connectivity (mean association score) within corresponding age phenotype–specific GRNs.

Identifying orthologous genes and quantifying brain transcriptomes in ant species with reproductive workers

Orthologous genes among M. pharaonis and the three other ants that have colonies without queens in which workers reproduce were based on reannotated genomes of these species. These were obtained in a previous study, where one-to-one orthologs were identified with reciprocal BLASTP combined with genome-wide synteny information. To examine the gene expression patterns associated with reproductive role differentiation of adult workers in these ant species with queenless colonies, we downloaded the previously published RNA-seq data of O. biroi, H. saltator, and D. quadriceps from National Center for Biotechnology Information. To reduce bias in transcriptome comparisons related to age effects, we used the reproductive workers and the brood nursing worker samples from day 12 in the O. biroi dataset, which is an age relatively close to our M. pharaonis samples on days 5, 15, and 30. For the gamergate and sterile worker samples in the H. saltator dataset, we had to work with older age groups of 120 days, and for the D. quadriceps dataset, we did not know age because the ant samples were collected from wild colonies. Transcriptome quantification and DEG detection for each of the ant species with queenless colonies were performed with the same procedure as in M. pharaonis, using the reannotated genomes for each of these species.

Comparative analysis of the role differentiation GRN in reproductive and sterile workers

Transcriptomes for one-to-one orthologs (n = 7776) were normalized across species, following the same procedure as in a previous study. Briefly, transcriptomes for each species were first quantile normalized to account for technical biased within datasets and then normalized across species with Combat using species identity as a batch covariate and setting the mean-only option as “false.” This normalization method removed all unwanted inter-species differences in gene expression profiles, so final analyses could be based on means and variances of total expression levels being the same across species. The remaining residuals for individual genes thus came to reflect sample differences within species so that individuals with similar residuals now represented gene expression values with similar DEG scores.

We focused on 170 genes that were both associated with the gyne-queen reproductive role differentiation in M. pharaonis and had one-to-one orthologs across the three ant species with queenless colonies. We used SVD to extract the first PC from the normalized expression profiles of these 170 genes using the combined days 15 and 30 datasets of M. pharaonis. The coefficients along the first PC axis were assumed to represent the reconstructed GRN for gynqueen reproductive role differentiation. We then calculated the PC scores for the available samples of each of the ant species with queenless colonies by multiplying the coefficients of the first M. pharaonis PC with the normalized expression profiles for each of the samples of the other three ant species, to obtain an estimate of overall expression similarity between these ant species with queenless colonies and the gyne and queen samples of M. pharaonis. For example, samples of reproductive workers in an ant species with queenless colonies were expected to have a similar PC score as the queen samples of M. pharaonis because both should have an overall expression profile biased to reproductive functionality.

To identify genes with conserved roles in reproductive role differentiation between nonreproductive and reproductive adults, we used the log2 fold changes between reproductive and nonreproductive phenotypes for the expression levels of the 170 target genes in M. pharaonis at days 15 and 30 and the comparable samples of the three ant species with queenless colonies. To avoid overall fold change levels being biased by one or two species, we set the upper limit for the absolute value of log2 fold change to 1. We then performed two-sided t tests for each gene using their log2 fold changes expression levels in all four species. This procedure tested whether the overall means of gene-specific fold changes across the four species were significantly different from 0. Thus, genes with high absolute t-score values (i.e., low P values) were inferred to have overall similar expression biases across species, consistent with the hypothesized conserved GRN for adult role differentiation between sterile foragers and fertile egg layers to be operational in a similar way as for gyne-queen role differentiation in M. pharaonis. The null hypothesis of no correspondence between the gene expression profiles across the four ant species would produce absolute t-scores of around 0, i.e., high and nonsignificant P values, arising from either different directions of expression fold change, i.e., opposite across different species, or small and insignificant absolute values of expression fold change in the same direction.
In situ HCR

Spatial information about where DEGs are expressed is important to understand their impact on neuroanatomical and behavioral plasticity. We used the in situ HCR (34) to obtain whole brain in situ hybridizations for NPA and crz, two genes of major interest based on our transcriptomic results. We opened the head capsule from the posterior side to allow reagents to penetrate from the opposite site of where we expected the NPA- and crz-positive cells (35, 36). The brains were then partially dissected under 4% para-formaldehyde (PFA) in DEPC-treated 0.1 M PBS and incubated for 1 hour in glass vials on ice. After fixation, the brains were washed five times for 10 min in 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS-DEPC, after which we used an HCR Kit for NPA and crz in *M. pharaonis* provided by Molecular Instruments (www.molecularinstruments.com). We used Alexa Fluor 488 for the detection of NPA and Alexa Fluor 546 for detecting crz and otherwise strictly followed the protocol for HCR in *Drosophila* specimens (excitation, 488 nm), and Alexa Fluor 594 (excitation, 405 nm), and Alexa Fluor 405 nals for DAPI (excitation, 405 nm), and Fluor 488 for the detection of Neurolucida in cultured Locust CNS. (Schol. Ed.) 2, 776–782 (1990).
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